Abstract We investigated the precision of the approximate number system (ANS) in three lemur species (Lemur catta, Eulemur mongoz, and Eulemur macaco flavifrons), one Old World monkey species (Macaca mulatta) and humans (Homo sapiens). In Experiment 1, four individuals of each nonhuman primate species were trained to select the numerically larger of two visual arrays on a touchscreen. We estimated numerical acuity by modeling Weber fractions (w) and found quantitatively equivalent performance among all four nonhuman primate species. In Experiment 2, we tested adult humans in a similar procedure, and they outperformed the four nonhuman species but showed qualitatively similar performance. These results indicate that the ANS is conserved over the primate order.
Introduction
A large literature indicates that the ability to represent number is widespread throughout the animal kingdom. By and large, the focus in the field has been on providing evidence of numerical competence in wide-ranging taxa or using individual primate species as models for comparisons with humans using a wide variety of tasks (for reviews, see Beran 2008; Brannon 2006) . Here, we take a different approach by systematically comparing multiple species with a single task and set of stimulus parameters in an attempt to provide a more quantitative assessment of species differences and similarities in numerical cognition.
Ratio-dependent performance in numerical discrimination is the hallmark signature of the approximate number system and has been shown to be common to humans and nonhuman primates, as well as a wide variety of other species. Experiments comparing humans with a single nonhuman animal species using identical stimuli have provided strong evidence for qualitative similarities in ratio-dependent numerical discrimination (e.g., Agrillo et al. 2012a, b; Beran et al. 2008 Beran et al. , 2011a Brannon 2006, 2007; Jordan and Brannon 2006a, b) . Agrillo et al. (2012a, b) recently used identical procedures, stimuli, and values to compare quantity abilities of five fish species. Their results showed evidence of similar, ratiodependent numerical abilities across species. Hanus and Call (2007) also investigated the ability to select the larger of two quantities in multiple ape species: bonobos, chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans. All apes showed ratiodependent performance such that they were increasingly successful at selecting the larger number of food items as ratio (small number/larger number) decreased. While these studies provide strong evidence for ratio dependence across species, none of them have parametrically tested whether species differ quantitatively in the acuity of the approximate number system.
Here, we attempt to quantitatively compare the numerical acuity of 5 primate species: humans, rhesus macaques, and three different species of lemur. Including prosimian primates in parametric comparisons of primate cognition is important in attempting to identify cognitive profiles of the primate ancestral state. The prosimian suborder of primates (lemurs, lorises, and galagos) diverged from other primates approximately 50 million years before monkeys diverged from the human ancestral line (75 vs. 25 million years ago; Horvath et al. 2008) . Prosimians are considered to be among the most ''evolutionarily conserved'' primates, in so far as they have been hypothesized to be morphologically and behaviorally similar to the last common primate ancestor (Tattersall 1982; Yoder 2007) . If prosimians share cognitive traits that are common among other primates, it is likely that these traits were present in the last common ancestor.
The limited data available on lemur cognition indicates that lemurs differ from apes and monkeys both quantitatively and qualitatively on measures of social intelligence. For example, lemurs do not exhibit within-group coalitions, deception, or elaborate visual communication (for a review, see Fichtel and Kappeler 2010) . Monkeys outperform lemurs in visual coorientation with humans (Anderson and Mitchell 1999; but see Shepherd and Platt 2008; Ruiz et al. 2009 ), and vervet monkeys have been found to be superior to ring-tailed lemurs (and 1 brown lemur) on a reversal discrimination task (Rumbaugh and Arnold 1971) .
On the other hand, a number of recent studies have found qualitative similarities between lemurs and monkeys in nonsocial cognitive tasks. For example, lemurs perform more like macaque monkeys than pigeons in a sequence learning task (Merritt et al. 2007) . Lemurs are capable of transitive reasoning (MacLean et al. 2008) , Piagetian object displacement (Deppe et al. 2009 ), and learning a reverse contingency in a food reward task (Genty et al. 2004) . Lemurs also perform similarly to monkeys on assays of spatial memory (Erhart and Overdorff 2008; Luhrs et al. 2009; Picq 1993 Picq , 2007 and inferring causality (Santos et al. 2005a, b) .
Only a few studies have investigated numerical cognition in prosimian primates (Lewis et al. 2005; Merritt et al. 2011; Santos et al. 2005a, b) . Santos et al. (2005a, b) investigated the spontaneous representation of number in lemurs (brown lemurs, mongoose lemurs, ring-tailed lemurs, and ruffed lemurs) with a modified version of the Wynn (1992) violation of expectancy paradigm. Lemurs watched as two lemons were hidden behind a screen; the screen was then lowered to reveal either a possible outcome (two lemons) or an impossible outcome (one lemon or three lemons). On average, lemurs looked longer at the impossible outcome than at the possible outcome, suggesting an ability to represent the number of lemons behind the screen. Lewis et al. (2005) modified another task designed for human infants (Feigenson and Carey 2003) to explore numerical abilities in lemurs. In this study, mongoose lemurs watched as grapes were hidden one at a time in a bucket that was filled with shredded paper. A subset of the food items were hidden in the container's false bottom. Lemurs were allowed to retrieve and consume the available food items, and additional search time was then measured. If lemurs expected additional grapes to be in the bucket, they should have continued to manually search after retrieving the available food items. Results indicated that search time was dependent on the number of grapes that should have been in the bucket and reflected ratio-dependent discrimination (e.g., lemurs searched longer after retrieving 2 grapes if 4 grapes had been hidden, a 1:2 ratio of retrieved grapes to presented grapes, but they did not search longer after retrieving 2 grapes if 3 grapes had been hidden). Recently, Jones and Brannon (2012) used a third task to directly test whether spontaneous food choices in lemurs reveal ratio dependence or alternatively set-size limitations as have been reported in human infants and rhesus monkeys (Feigenson et al. 2002; Hauser et al. 2000) . When human infants are given a choice between two sequentially baited buckets, they choose the bucket with the greater amount of food but only when the quantities are small. A similar phenomenon has been reported in rhesus macaques (Hauser et al. 2000) . In contrast, Jones and Brannon (2012) found evidence for ratio dependence in the spontaneous quantity discriminations of lemurs and no evidence for set-size limitations.
In contrast to the studies reviewed above which used food items as the discriminative stimuli and examined spontaneous numerical discrimination in lemurs, Merritt et al. (2011) used a touchscreen task and trained two ringtailed lemurs to order visual arrays based on numerosity. Lemurs were trained to select the smaller of two arrays of dots (values 1-4), using trial-unique stimuli and surface area controls. After successfully learning to order pairs of the values 1-4, the lemurs were able to extrapolate this ordinal rule to novel numerical values (arrays of 5-9 dots) replicating the basic pattern of results found by Brannon and Terrace in macaque monkeys (Brannon and Terrace 1998, 2000) . While lemur performance in this ordinal numerical comparison task was qualitatively similar to that of monkeys, accuracy was generally lower for the ringtailed lemurs compared to the macaques. It is unclear, however, whether these differences reflect true species differences in capacity or instead reflect task parameters and training history (e.g., Savage and Snowdon 1989) .
Lemur performance in the Merritt et al. (2011) study showed the hallmark signature of the approximate number system (ANS), wherein numerical discrimination, was modulated by ratio in accordance with Weber's law. According to Weber's law, the increase in intensity required to detect a change to a stimulus is a function of the magnitude of the initial intensity. The internal Weber fraction, w, specifies the precision of the internal quantity representation. A Weber fraction, w, can be roughly translated to the ratio that would result in 75 % correct performance using the formula w = n L /n S -1, in which n L is the larger numerosity and n S is the smaller numerosity being compared. In other words, w can be thought of as the proportion of n S that needs to be added to n S to allow successful discrimination of the two values 75 % of the time. Thus, a Weber fraction of w = 0.2 indicates that the subject would require that n L = 0.2 n S ? n S to allow successful discrimination on 75 % of trials. In the models presented here, w is an estimated parameter and is thus conceptually similar but computationally distinct from the formula w = n L /n S -1. However, it is also important to note that Weber fractions are not hard and fast invariants. The absolute value will vary based on the model used to estimate w and may also vary based on a multitude of different factors such as the duration of stimulus presentation or the range of numerical values used. These factors mean that it is essential to use the same task parameters when attempting to make species comparisons.
To compare the precision of numerical representations in the following experiments, we used Weber fractions computed by fitting two models of numerosity encoding: the linear and log models. While it is empirically observed that the precision of numerical discriminations decreases with numerical magnitude (but is fixed as a proportion of the magnitude), the two models reproduce this finding in distinct ways. The linear model presented by Pica et al. (2004) , hereafter referred to as w linear , assumes that the numerosity of a set of n dots is represented internally by a Gaussian random variable with standard deviation proportional to its mean. That is, the internal estimates of numberñ are normally distributed about the stimulus value, with constant coefficient of variation (=std/mean) w lin .
In the log model, presented in Piazza et al. (2004) , the subjective representation of number is normally distributed on a log scale with fixed precision, resulting in a standard deviation that grows with number on the original (uncompressed) scale. It is further assumed that animals' decisions result from a process of randomly drawing one sample from the distribution of each encoded stimulus and choosing the option corresponding to the larger sample. Thus, the number of errors grows with the overlap of the distributions encoding the internal representations of the stimuli.
In Experiment 1, we tested three species of lemurs and rhesus macaques in an identical ordinal touchscreen task to more quantitatively assess species differences in Weber fraction for numerical discrimination. Prosimian primates are a suborder of primates with tremendous diversity in social structure and ecology. Despite their close phylogenetic relatedness, prosimians primates differ widely in their home range, social group size, and diet. By directly contrasting the performance of lemur species that differ in these traits, we are able to test the hypothesis that differences in ecology or social structure cause large differences in nonsocial cognition. To this end, we tested three lemur species: blue-eyed black lemurs, ring-tailed lemurs, and mongoose lemurs. Ringtailed lemurs (Lemur catta) live in large social groups with a well-defined hierarchy, have a broad home range, and consume fruit, leaves, flowers, bark, sap, insects, and animals (Sauther et al. 1999) . Blue-eyed black lemurs (Eulemur macaco flavifrons) live in smaller social groups of 6-10 individuals, have a variable home range, and eat primarily fruit, leaves, and flowers (Volampeno et al. 2011) . Mongoose lemurs (Eulemur mongoz) live in small groups consisting of a mating pair and up to three dependent offspring, have a small home range, and eat primarily fruit, flowers, and nectar (Curtis and Zaramody 1998) . If selective pressure to discriminate between quantities of discrete food items results in more precise number representations, mongoose lemurs and blue-eyed black lemurs would be expected to outperform ring-tailed lemurs by virtue of a dietary reliance on fruit. Alternatively, if selective pressures to discriminate between a large number of conspecifics in one's group and/or a rival group results in greater numerical acuity, ring-tailed lemurs (and to a lesser extent, blue-eyed black lemurs) would be expected to outperform mongoose lemurs. Finally, if spatial abilities associated with a large home range result in a more evolved magnitude representation system, the broad ranging ring-tailed lemurs should outperform other species.
Experiment 1

Methods
Subjects
Subjects were 4 male individuals from each of four species: mongoose lemurs (E. mongoz, mean age 18.68 years, standard deviation 5.92), ring-tailed lemurs (L. catta, mean age 8.41 years, standard deviation 6.05), blue-eyed black lemurs (E. macaco flavifrons, mean age 12.30 years, standard deviation 3.95), and rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, mean age 9.21 years, standard deviation 4.10). All animals were experimentally naïve. Animals were neither food-nor water-restricted.
Apparatus
Prosimian subjects were housed in indoor enclosures at the Duke University Lemur Center (DLC). Animals were housed either singly or in pairs, and those housed in pairs were either separated from their cage-mate during testing or had a cage-mate who was trained not to interfere. A custom-built, stainless steel testing station (86 cm 9 43 cm 9 35 cm) containing a 15-inch touch-sensitive computer monitor, a desktop computer, and a reward delivery system was used to test prosimian primates. The apparatus was wheeled into each subject's home enclosure for all training and testing sessions. A clear Plexiglas panel with circular openings (diameter 5 cm) over each stimulus location covered the screen to prevent unnecessary contact with areas of the touchscreen that did not contain stimuli. Lemurs were trained to sit on a small plastic crate in front of the cart to engage in the task.
Macaques were housed either singly or in pairs in a vivarium. Those housed in pairs were separated for testing. All animals had been trained to use the touchscreen for a previous task, but had no numerical discrimination training. A 15-inch touch-sensitive computer monitor and a reward delivery system were attached to the front of each macaque's cage for each test session. Macaques were kept on water-restricted diets for participation in other tasks, as approved by an Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Task
The experimental program was identical for the four species. A custom-built REALbasic program displayed the stimuli and recorded responses. Subjects initiated each trial by touching a red square presented in the bottom center of the screen. Following the start response, two yellow squares, each containing an array of red dots, were presented in two central screen locations. The location of the correct stimulus (left vs. right) was determined randomly. Subjects were rewarded for selecting the array containing the larger number of dots. Correct responses elicited positive visual and auditory feedback and a food reward. Incorrect responses elicited a warning tone and a black screen for 6 s. All trials were followed by a 3-s inter-trial interval (ITI). For lemurs, correct responses were rewarded with a 190-mg fruit punch-flavored TestDiet Ò pellet (Division of Land O'Lakes, Purina Feed, LLC, Richmond, IN, USA), and for macaques, the same fruit flavored pellet or a miniature M&M or Reese's Pieces candy.
Stimuli
Stimuli were 200 9 200 pixel yellow squares within which 1-9 elements were randomly arranged (Fig. 1) . The computer program randomly selected the size and location of the dots in each array and generated trial-unique images with the restriction that dots did not overlap with other dots or with the boundary of the square in which they were contained. To ensure that the task could not be solved by attending to the cumulative surface area of the arrays or the size of the individual elements, the physical sizes of the elements were varied such that on 50 % of trials, element size was equated between the two choice stimuli and on the other 50 % of trials, cumulative surface area was equated. The cumulative surface area as well as the individual element size of the choice stimuli varied between 174 and 7,854 pixels.
Procedure
Subjects were tested Monday through Friday for one session per day. Two individuals of each species were trained to select the larger numerosity using the pairs {1 vs. 9, 1 vs. 3, 3 vs. 9}. The other two individuals were trained to select the larger numerosity using a different set: the pairs {2 vs. 8, 2 vs. 4, 4 vs. 8}. Each training session contained 20 trialunique sets per numerosity pair each presented 3 times for a total of 60 trials. Each subject was trained until accuracy reached 75 % or higher for two sessions, or until 30 training sessions had been completed. After the criterion was met, each animal moved on to the test phase of the experiment, which was characterized by expansion of the stimuli to all 36 numerosity pairs (3 training pairs plus 33 novel pairs) made possible by combining the numerosities 1-9. These values were chosen to reflect small and large values, and a broad range of ratios and because these values were used in prior studies of numerical competence using similar methods (e.g., Brannon and Terrace 1998). Differential reinforcement was used throughout both the training and test phases. Lemurs were tested with 15 72-trial sessions, and monkeys were tested with 30 36-trial sessions. The monkeys received fewer trials per day due to their involvement in other research using consumable rewards.
Analyses
Bayesian analysis
We performed a hierarchical Bayesian analysis (Gelman and Hill 2007; Wagenmakers et al. 2010 ) using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation via the RJAGS package in R. That is, we sampled the posterior distributions of the Weber fractions, w, for each animal, conditioned on its observed choices. We modeled these Weber fractions as drawn from species-specific gamma distributions with distinct means and standard deviations. We assumed these two hyperparameters to be likewise gammadistributed (with scale and rate parameters (4, 3) and (3, 4), respectively, though results were robust against alternative choices of hyperparameters, as detailed in Online Resource 1).
Specifically, we ran two Markov chains of N = 20,000 samples each, thinning each chain's samples by a factor of 3 following a burn-in period of 5,000 samples. This was done to reduce the autocorrelations of successive samples, thereby ensuring that the samples were indeed independent draws from the posterior distributions for w. We verified convergence of this process by examination of the chains' autocorrelation functions and use of the Geweke diagnostic, which compares means early and late in the chain (which should be the same at convergence) (Best et al. 1995; Cowles and Carlin 1996; Gelman et al. 2004 ) via the CODA package in R.
To compare models, we used the method of Bayes factors. For a given pair of models M 1 and M 2 , the Bayes factor is defined as the ratio of the likelihoods for the two models
where D is the observed data. This is related to the posterior odds ratio of the two models p M 1 jD ð Þ=p M 2 jD ð Þ by the ratio of the priors of the two models and so represents the relative probability of each model apart from prior considerations (i.e., due to evidence). We calculated Bayes factors for four models: (1) the linear model with speciesspecific distributions of w, (2) the linear model with a single, cross-species distribution of w, (3) the logarithmic model with species-specific distributions for w, and (4) the logarithmic model with a single, cross-species distribution of w. While a variety of approaches to calculating Bayes factors exist (e.g., Kass and Raftery 1995; Wagenmakers et al. 2010) , we used the Laplace-Metropolis method, a numerical approximation (based on the method of steepest descent) to the integral over model parameters that defines the likelihood (Kass and Raftery 1995) (see Online Resource 1), which is a good approximation for large datasets such as ours. In interpreting these results, we followed the recommendations in Kass and Raftery (1995) , in which 2log(BF) (with log the natural logarithm) gives evidence in favor of the experimental hypothesis that is considered ''positive'' for values in [2, 5] , ''strong'' in (5, 10] , and ''very strong'' for 2log(BF) [ 10. In Table 1 , we report log likelihoods relative to the best model, LL rel = LL M -LL max . Strength of evidence for model A relative to model B may be then calculated as 2log(BF) = 2(LL A -LL B ), where LL A and LL B are the numbers in the table.
Results
Training
Twelve of the fifteen animals met the criterion on the training values in fewer than 30 sessions. There was a large amount of inter-subject variability in the number of trials needed to reach criterion (range = 411 and 2,204 trials).
Anim Cogn (2014) 17:503-515 507 Two blue-eyed black lemurs never reached criterion and were moved on to testing after 30 training sessions. Due to experimenter error, a third blue-eyed black lemur was moved on to testing after 8 training sessions (480 trials), despite having only reached 75 % once rather than twice for the pair 1 v. 3. A 2 (training values: {2,4,8} vs. {1,3,9}) 9 4 (species) ANOVA on number of trials to reach criterion revealed no significant main effect of species, F(3, 15) = 2.16, NS, or training values, F(1, 15) = 0.66, NS. There was, however, a significant interaction between species and training values, F(3, 15) = 4.77, P \ 0.05. This interaction reflects the fact that for two species (mongoose lemurs and rhesus macaques), animals trained on the values 1, 3, and 9 required more trials to reach criterion than the animals trained with the values 2, 4, and 8. In contrast, the other two species (blue-eyed black lemurs and ring-tailed lemurs) showed the opposite pattern. A larger sample size would be necessary to determine whether this interaction reflects meaningful species differences or instead individual differences.
We conducted separate analyses on trials when (1) cumulative surface area was equated across both stimuli and (2) dot size was equated across both stimuli. Overall, we found that accuracy on the training pairs was above chance regardless of whether the cumulative surface area of the stimuli was equated [M = 64.41 %, t(15) = 8.89, P \ 0.0001] or the size of the elements in each stimulus was equated [M = 66.11 %, t(15) = 9.59, P \ 0.0001]. A paired samples t test comparing trials in which the cumulative surface area of the stimuli was equated to trials on which the size of the elements in each stimulus was equated revealed no significant difference in accuracy, t(15) = -2.01, NS.
Testing
Each of the 16 subjects selected the larger value more often than predicted by chance in test (all P values \0.001).
Average accuracy across test sessions ranged from 59 % to 91 % correct (M = 72 %, SD = 0.08). To compare average accuracy across the four species, we conducted a oneway ANOVA. Results revealed no significant main effect of species, F(3, 12) = 0.105, NS.
For the 8 subjects trained using values 2, 4, and 8, we compared accuracy on previously trained pairs (2 vs. 4 and 4 vs. 8) to novel pairs with the same ratio (1 vs. 2, 3 vs. 6). A paired samples t test revealed no significant difference in accuracy, t(7) = 0.87, NS. For the 8 subjects trained using values 1, 3, and 9, we compared accuracy on previously trained pairs (1 vs. 3 and 3 vs. 9) to a novel pair with the same ratio (2 vs. 6). A paired samples t test revealed no significant difference in accuracy, t(7) = 2.14, NS.
Ratio-dependent performance Like the macaques and ring-tailed lemurs in Merritt et al. (2011) , all four species showed a clear effect of ratio on accuracy, consistent with Weber's law (Fig. 2) . The 36 number pairs result in 27 unique numerical ratios derived by dividing the larger Differences from maximum log likelihood (best fit) for each of four models. Log Bayes factors for comparing any two models may be calculated as twice the difference between the relevant columns, with positive values favoring the first model and negative values the second. Log Bayes factors of [10 are considered strong evidence, while those \2 are considered negligible. Thus, in Experiment 1, models in which w's are drawn from species-specific distributions are less preferred than those positing a single distribution of w's across all species, with the two linear models outperforming the two log models. In contrast, in Experiment 2, results dramatically favor models in which w's are drawn from species-specific distributions, indicating that the underlying distribution of Weber fractions in humans differed significantly from the underlying distribution Weber fractions for nonhumans numerosity by the smaller numerosity (values ranging from 0.11 to 0.89 To test for ratio dependence within the small number range, we separately examined ratio effects for pairs of values less than or equal to four (Fig. 4) . This resulted in 5 unique numerical ratio values (0.25, 0.33, 0.50, 0.67, and 0.75). We performed Pearson correlations on the combined data for each species to test for a linear relationship between the 5 unique ratios in this range and accuracy. We found a significant effect of ratio, such that accuracy decreased as the ratio between the two numerosities being compared approached one for all species: Quantifying numerical sensitivity There was a significant positive linear relationship between w Linear and w Log , r(14) = 1.00, P \ 0.001. To quantify uncertainty in our fits of w Linear and w Log and perform model comparisons, we performed a hierarchical Bayesian analysis (Wagenmakers et al. 2010 ). In our case, Bayesian analysis has the advantage of incorporating our prior intuitions about the size and distribution of w's for different individuals in a principled way and potentially offering support for (not mere rejection of) the null hypothesis. The hierarchical Bayesian analysis provides a quantification of the strength of the evidence for the hypothesis of no species difference. Table 1 shows log Bayes Factors, a measure of strength of evidence for each of the models. Species-specific models are less preferred than those positing a single distribution of w's across all species for each choice model, with the two linear models outperforming the two log models. Thus, the Bayesian analysis strongly supports the hypothesis that there are no species differences and that instead the 16 data points were drawn from a single distribution of w values (see Fig. 3a for individual Weber fractions by species). The analysis also favors the linear model as a description of numerical encoding and choice. When calculating small Weber fractions within a relatively small range, the linear and log models perform equally well. However, when there is a wider range of larger Weber fractions, such as those seen in Experiment 1, the linear model has a higher log likelihood than the log model (Table 1) .
A major limitation of our method for species comparisons is that we were only able to test four individuals per species, which, although a typical sample size for comparative primate research, is unlikely to provide enough power to detect small species differences. We directly tested this by performing two types of power analysis based on a simple t test. First we asked how many individuals would be required for the observed differences in mean w's across species to be significant at the P \ 0.05 level. These numbers ranged from as few as 36 (between L. catta vs. E. mongoz) to as large as 3,200 (L. catta vs. M. mulatta). This analysis assumes that the larger sample would maintain the same mean and variance observed in the small samples that we obtained for each species. Our second approach was to ask how large the difference in w between species would have to be, given our sample sizes, to be detected with a 10 % chance of Type II error (false negative). This analysis suggested that the difference in w would need to be larger than 0.53 in the best case (L. catta vs. M. mulatta) and larger than 1.43 in the worst case (L. catta vs. E. mongoz) to be detectable with our sample size. To summarize, our results suggest that the hypothesis of no species difference is strongly supported given the current data, but also suggest that much larger samples may be needed to provide evidence of small differences, should they exist.
Surface area To determine whether subjects were using number or cumulative surface area to order the stimuli, we conducted separate analyses on trials when 1) cumulative surface area was equated across both stimuli and 2) dot size was equated across both stimuli. Overall, we found that accuracy was above chance regardless of whether the cumulative surface area of the stimuli was equated [M = 70.04 %, t(15) = 14.01, P \ 0.0001] or the size of the elements in each stimulus was equated [M = 70.45 %, t(15) = 13.76, P \ 0.0001]. We calculated a surface area difference score for each animal (w Linear for trials in which cumulative surface area was equated across both stimuli subtracted from w Linear for trials in which dot size was equated). On average, difference scores did not differ significantly from zero, t(15) = 0.57, NS, indicating no consistent effect of cumulative surface area congruence on Weber fraction across subjects. To confirm that this pattern did not differ by species, we conducted a one-way ANOVA. Results revealed no significant main effect of species, F(3, 12) = 0.425, NS. One macaque and one mongoose lemur, however, had large positive difference scores (0.37 and 0.29, respectively) indicating that their performance was superior when cumulative surface area was congruent with numerosity. In addition, two macaques and one blue-eyed black lemur had large negative difference scores (macaques: -0.28, -0.26; blue-eyed black lemur: -0.49), indicating that their performance was superior when surface area for the two numerosities compared was equal.
To assess the changing effect of surface area over time, we calculated a difference score for the first and last block of 360 trials of testing for each individual. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed that there was no significant difference between difference scores for the first and last testing block, z = 0.71, NS, indicating that the effect of surface area congruence did not change over the course of testing.
The effect of training on numerical acuity To assess the effect of experience on numerical sensitivity, we compared w Linear for the first and last block of the three 360 trial-test blocks. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed that there was a significant difference between w Linear for the first and last testing block; z = -2.07, P \ 0.05. Thirteen of the 16 individuals showed a decrease in Weber fraction from the first block of testing to the last block of testing, indicating an improvement in numerical discrimination over repeated testing.
Discussion
In summary, in Experiment 1, we found no species difference between macaques and lemurs in numerical acuity as measured by w derived from a numerosity ordering task. This differs from a previous finding by Merritt et al. (2011) , in which lemurs performed less accurately than previous reports for macaques tested on the same type of task. The discrepancy highlights the importance of using identical task parameters and training procedures in comparative research. A second finding from Experiment 1 was that the linear model outperformed the log model. This appeared to be due to the wide range of Weber fractions across individuals. A third finding was that ratio dependence held across the full range of numerical values including small values often thought to be in a separate subitizing range. A fourth finding was that we found no systematic effect of surface area in training or test and no change in reliance on surface over the course of testing. A caveat is that we did not control for other continuous stimulus properties such as density and future work should incorporate this additional control. Finally, we found a small but systematic improvement in Weber fraction over the course of testing suggesting that the approximate number system may be malleable (DeWind and Brannon, 2012) .
Experiment 2
The goal of Experiment 2 was to provide a comparison between humans and nonhuman primates using the same task, range of numerosities, and stimulus controls from Experiment 1. While a number of papers have reported Weber fractions for adult humans in similar tasks (e.g., Cantlon and Brannon 2006; DeWind and Brannon 2012; Gilmore et al. 2011; Halberda and Feigenson 2008; Piazza et al. 2004; Pica et al. 2004 ), we conducted Experiment 2 to assess Weber fraction with a similar procedure as that used in Experiment 1 and with the identical stimuli to allow a comparison between humans and nonhuman primates.
Subjects
Ten adult human participants were tested with the same descending ordinal task used in Experiment 1 (mean age 24.51 years, SD 10.58, 4 males). Data for each participant were collected in a single 1-h session. All participants were compensated $10 for completion of the task.
Task stimuli and procedure Pilot data revealed that when humans were tested with unlimited time to make a response, their performance was at ceiling and thus w could not be calculated. Consequently, stimulus pairs were presented for 100 ms. The task was otherwise identical to that described in Experiment 1 with the following minor exceptions: (a) no auditory feedback or food rewards were provided, (b) Stimuli were presented for 100 ms and then replaced with gray 200 9 200 pixel placeholders, (c) responses were made via a mouse click on the gray square that replaced that array. These modifications were necessary to make the task difficult enough for humans to avoid a ceiling effect. Finally, (d) participants were tested on a single session of 406-648 trials with pairs of the numerosities 1 through 9, and they were verbally instructed to select the larger numerical value.
Results
All participants selected the larger value more often than predicted by chance (all P values \0.001). Overall accuracy ranged from 87 to 95 % correct (M = 92 %, SD = 0.03). There was a clear effect of ratio on accuracy, consistent with Weber's law. Accuracy decreased as the ratio between the two numerosities being compared approached one, R 2 = -0.84, P \ 0.001. In contrast to the results for nonhuman primates in Experiment 1, we found a significant positive correlation between ratio and response time for correct trials, R 2 = 0.92, P \ 0.001.
Quantifying numerical sensitivity
Participants' w Linear ranged from 0.16 to 0.33 (M = 0.21, SD = 0.05) (Fig. 3b) . Using a hierarchical Bayesian analysis to quantify the strength of the evidence for the hypothesis of no species difference between the nonhuman primates in Experiment 1 and the humans in Experiment 2, we found that the species-specific models dramatically outperformed models that posit a single distribution of w's across both human and nonhuman primates. In addition, the linear model outperformed the log model. Thus, the Bayesian analysis strongly supports the hypothesis that the human w values were drawn from a different distribution of w values than the nonhuman primates tested in Experiment 1.
Surface area
Accuracy was above chance regardless of whether the cumulative surface area of the stimuli was equated [M = 91.40 %, t(9) = 37.81, P \ 0.0001] or the size of the elements in each stimulus was equated [M = 93.33 %, t(9) = 63.93, P \ 0.0001]. A surface area difference score was calculated for each participant as in Experiment 1 (w Linear for trials in which cumulative surface area was equated across both stimuli subtracted from w Linear for trials in which dot size was equated). On average, difference scores differed significantly from zero, t(9) = 2.37, P \ 0.05, indicating that participants had lower Weber fractions when cumulative surface area was congruent with numerosity than when cumulative area was equated.
Discussion
Comparing the results of Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrates a clear difference between humans and nonhuman primates, indicating significantly better numerical acuity in adult humans compared to macaques or lemurs. This was true despite the modifications to the procedure that we used to avoid a ceiling effect in humans, indicating that the difference between the numerical acuity of adult humans and the numerical acuity of macaques and lemurs is likely greater than that reported here.
In addition, the participants in Experiments 1 and 2 differed in the effect that surface area congruence had on performance. While nonhuman primates showed no systematic bias, human participants showed better numerical acuity when cumulative surface area was congruent with numerosity than when cumulative area was equated. Gebuis and Reynvoet (2012) have also reported that adult humans' performance on a numerical estimation task was influenced by the visual properties of the dot arrays. Thus, the results presented in Experiment 1 are especially surprising given the differences in the visual systems of lemurs and monkeys. Macaques, like apes and humans, are trichromats. All three lemur species have photopigments consistent with dichromacy Deegan 1993, 2003; Leonhardt et al. 2008) , although there is behavioral evidence for color discrimination consistent with trichromacy in ring-tailed lemurs (Blakeslee and Jacobs 1985) and black lemurs (Gosset and Roeder 2000) . Lemurs have also been shown to have lower visual acuity than Old World monkeys (Veilleux and Kirk 2009) . Despite these differences, we found no numerical acuity differences between lemurs and macaques using visual stimuli. This is likely due to the high contrast used in our visual stimuli.
General discussion
Our first finding was that prosimian primates and rhesus monkeys showed quantitative equivalence in numerical discrimination despite approximately 50 million years of evolutionary divergence and significant differences in their Anim Cogn (2014) 17:503-515 511 visual system and visual acuity. Thus, our results suggest that previous findings of inferior numerical discrimination in lemurs relative to macaques were due to differences in training or task parameters and did not reflect ability differences between macaques and lemurs (Merritt et al. 2011) . These findings highlight the need to conduct comparative experiments with common methods and conditions (Agrillo and Miletto Petrazzini 2012) . A similar debate regarding the numerical abilities of elephants has arisen and may be attributed to differences in testing procedures. Irie-Sugimoto et al. (2009) and Irie and Hasegawa (2012) reported that elephants' performance on a quantity discrimination task is not affected by numerical ratio. In contrast, Perdue et al. (2012) recently found ratio-dependent performance in the quantity discriminations of elephants. These findings should also be interpreted in light of a recent study that suggests that there are no qualitative differences in the numerical discrimination abilities of rhesus macaques and pigeons (Scarf et al. 2011) . In that study, pigeons successfully transferred an ordinal numerical rule from the values 1-4 to the values 5-9 much like rhesus monkeys (Brannon and Terrace 1998) . Pigeons showed ratio-dependent performance, and although the authors did not model Weber fractions, performance looked very similar across these two species despite over 200 million years of divergent evolutionary history. Agrillo et al. (2012a, b) also reported qualitative similarities in numerical representation systems between phylogenetically distant species. They compared the numerical discrimination ability of humans and guppies using small and large value and found suggestive evidence that two distinct systems underlie quantity discrimination in both humans and fish: For both adult humans and guppies, accuracy at selecting the larger numerical value was affected by ratio for large values, but not for the numbers 1-4. Evidence for separate systems for representing large and small numerical values has been reported for human infants (Feigenson and Carey 2003, Feigenson 2005; Feigenson et al. 2002) and for a small set of nonhuman species (Agrillo et al. 2008 , 2012a , b Hauser et al. 2000 Uller et al. 2003; Uller and Lewis 2009; Wood et al. 2008) . In contrast, we found no evidence for separate systems for representing large and small numerical values: Accuracy at selecting the larger numerical value was affected by ratio for all values, including the numbers 1-4 (Fig. 4) .
Although many previous studies have reported ratiodependent number discrimination in different animal species in a wide variety of tasks, rarely have multiple species been tested with the same task and stimuli to allow for a quantitative comparison. Rather than simply failing to reject the null hypothesis that the four species did not differ in numerical acuity, our Bayesian analytic approach provides strong evidence against pronounced species differences. We compared the strength of two different models which posit that (1) the Weber fractions of all subjects, regardless of species, were drawn from the same distribution and (2) that there are species differences in Weber fraction for numerical acuity. Our analyses revealed strong support for models that assume a single distribution of ws across all nonhuman species compared to models in which each non-human primate species was assumed to have a unique distribution of ws.
In addition to quantitatively comparing the numerical abilities of lemurs and monkeys, a second goal for the present study was to compare numerical acuity in three different lemur species to assess whether numerical acuity might have been subject to selection pressures exerted by variations in social structure or feeding ecology. Our results suggest that despite the large variation in social structure, home range size, and diet in these three lemur species, there is much more variability within a species than between species. The lack of species differences here is striking in light of other studies that compared closely related species and found differences that were consistent with evolutionary predictions (Bond et al. 2003; MacLean et al. 2008; Platt et al. 1996; Rosati et al. 2007; Tomasello et al. 2001) . In prior research, ring-tailed lemurs have often exceeded the performance of other lemur species and performed more similarly to macaques than other lemurs. For example, Sandel et al. (2011) showed that ring-tailed lemurs, but not mongoose lemurs, black lemurs, or ruffed lemurs, spontaneously exploited social cues regarding a competitor's visual orientation. These similarities may reflect cognitive adaptations for living in large social groups rather than a common ancestral trait. Similarly, MacLean et al. (2008) demonstrated that ring- Fig. 4 Accuracy for pairs involving n S 1, 2, and 3 as a function of n L from Experiment 1, where n S and n L are the small and large values being compared, respectively. We found no evidence of a separate system of numerical discrimination for small numerical values tailed lemurs show advanced transitive reasoning skills relative to mongoose lemurs, consistent with the prediction that animals that live in complex social structures have evolved cognitive adaptations for tracking dominance relationships.
In contrast, MacLean et al. (2013) recently reported that differences in group size in 6 prosimian species predicted performance on a measure of social cognition, but not a nonsocial inhibitory control task. Our finding is consistent with that data given that our task was quantitative and did not tap social cognition. It must be emphasized, however, that power analyses indicated that our sample sizes may not have been large enough to detect species differences in Weber fraction, were they to exist, due to large withinspecies variability. Obviously, samples of 3,200 or even 36 individuals per species are not feasible for comparative cognitive research with prosimian primates. Thus, a caution is that small sample sizes with comparative research will only be useful insofar as they will uncover relatively large species differences that surpass individual variability within a species.
Another notable aspect of our results is that individual variability in numerical acuity is marked in nonhuman primates. These findings are consistent with the large variability in w seen in adult human samples (see Piazza and Izard 2009 for a review). For example, w ranges in human samples have been as wide as 0.18-0.76 (DeWind and Brannon 2012) or even 0.22-1.50 (Gilmore et al. 2011) . Our own study (Experiment 2), using limited stimulus exposure but otherwise identical parameters as that used to test lemurs and macaques in Experiment 1, also revealed individual variability with a range of 0.16-0.33. Future studies should explore whether this individual variation reflects differences in general cognitive ability or more specialized quantitative abilities by correlating performance across a wide range of tasks.
In some sense, the lack of species differences coupled with the large amount of individual variability poses a conundrum. On the one hand, selective pressures for the existence of the ANS seem to have been so extreme and ubiquitous that there is little variation across species. On the other hand, there is considerable variability across individuals within each species. If the ANS is a cognitive mechanism evolved under strong selective pressure and closely related to fitness, this variability may be surprising. Comparisons of heritability indicate that traits under stronger directional selection (e.g., fitness-related traits) have reduced genetic variance compared with traits with more distant connections to fitness (e.g., Fisher 1930; Mousseau and Roff 1987; Roff and Mousseau 1987) . However, an alternative hypothesis that may resolve this discrepancy is that traits closely related to fitness are expected to have higher additive genetic and nongenetic variability due to the number of genetic and environmental events that affect complex, behavioral traits (e.g., Houle 1991 Houle , 1992 . The considerable variability of acuity in the ANS within species, along with the improvement across training, may suggest that environmental factors and experience within the lifespan play an important role in numerical sensitivity.
In conclusion, while research over the last century has revealed numerical abilities in a wide range of animal species, rarely has a single task been used to allow quantitative comparisons between species. By employing a common set of task parameters and stimuli, our experiments revealed that there is a surprising amount of overlap in numerical acuity between nonhuman primate species, while some aspects of nonhuman primate cognition appear to have been shaped by the socioecological milieu in which the species has evolved the approximate number system appears to be insensitive to these variations.
